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Green Side Fabrics
Who we are?

 Green Side Fabrics, of which I am the founder and current managing director, was created as the continuation of my work with new 
technologies in light industry and technical materials, which I have been concerned with since 1999. 
 Technical materials (knitted and woven fabrics, laminates) are a demanding sector. From the very beginning, my central aim
was to establish cooperation with the best and most professional technological partners.
 Without a doubt, the German company C.F. Weber, with which we have been working from the beginning, is precisely such a solid
partner. Thanks to this collaboration, we continue to grow and expand our offer. Over the years, our hard and intensive work has brought 
about further growth and new partners like Climashield (Harvest Consumer Insulation), and recently, Advance Hitech Textile International 
Corporation. Of course, there is still the entire group of important suppliers and technological partners, which is too long to list here, but 
I would like to take this opportunity to thank all of them.
 Everything is fine tuned so that our offer is cohesive, comprehensive and professional. So that collaboration with Green Side
always gives our customers the feeling that they have chosen their supplier well.
 Besides technological partners, the team of employees at the company is very important. Our activity is based on engagement
and the desire to create, where every one of us feels “at home” and needed at every stage. Starting from the idea, through implementation, 
sales, logistics, and finally, customer service. Our team is made up of positive, passionate people who like what they do and often
test certain solutions on themselves. Their successive creations and implementations drive them to act and reach ever greater heights
as time goes on.
On our part, we always strive to operate based on a high standard of services, loyally and with the long term in mind, because this
is consistent with our vision of the company and the “win-win” strategy. It is customers like this that we also like the most and invite
to collaborate with us.

Przemyslaw „Pepe” Kurdej



Green Side Fabrics
Who we are?

The Green Side Fabrics company unites professionals in one project. 
The generations of the experience armed with the latest technology is using for meet the needs of customers

and to develop everything what they want. 

Durable warmth, resistance 
for compression and many 

washes.  The warmest 
synthetic

insulation in the world

Perfect quality ultralight fabrics 
and down-proofs.

HT nylons, recycled and 
elastics for technical app.

180 years of the experience
in technical app. CORDURA, 

strong reinforcements, 
recycled and coated items.

Fabrics & knits for special 
requests, special properties, 
customization and tenders.

Unique continuous 
hollow fiber insulation

Hi-Tech ultralight and 
HT nylons textiles

CORDURA 
and technical fabrics 

Technical materials
and laminates 



Military - Police

Climashield insulation
Clothing,

Equipment, 
back packs,

Vests, body armour, 
laser cutting laminates, 
Tents, hammocks, tarps

Outdoor - Sport

Climashield insulation,
Clothing,

Equipment, 
sleeping-bags, 

back-packs, 
Tents, hammocks, tarps

Workwear - Safety

Climashield insulation,
Clothing,

Reinforcements,
Equipment, 

Packing, 
transport systems.

EN NORMS

Furniture - Industry

Abrasion resistance 
materials,

Base fabrics
for further finish,

Special multi-laminates 
even with metal mesh,
UV, FR, anti-cut, and 
others protections

Main markets
Green Side Fabrics

The technical fabrics are wherever special human-protecting parameters are required! 
That is the reason why sometimes perfect army solution is adopted to the outdoor, extreme sports or work wear 

And the same is in the opposite way – special workwear standard are adopted by military, police or outdoor sector. 
It looks like technical materials are everywhere!



Green Side Fabrics – one step developing 
From idea to delivery

If there are no additional needs or requirements
– one idea brings our production process to the end

Idea or need

When you find an idea 
or need – the process can 

start

Contact

Inform us about your idea or 
need. Your information our 

priority and is always safe.

Implementation
 / test

We will check and let you 
know what is possible, or  not 

and why. Maybe  we will
have to re-work something 

together. 

Production

After the first trials, tests and 
prototypes the production 

can start. 

Delivery

Just after last confirmations 
we inform you about final  
delivery time and spedition.  



Green Side Fabrics 
Short Production Journey

Beaming

Preparation the yarns for concrete weaving, 
density & design formula.

Weaving

From 15D up to 3000D possibilities – program-
-mable density, structure & jacquards design.

Knitting

Single & double-jersey, pique, fleece, mesh, 
3D spacer – all what you need, we can knit!

Dyeing & finishing

Teflon or silicone based finishes, but also
fluorocarbon free technology.

Coating

PU, PA, PVC,  anti static, FR, breathable, silicone 
rubber, foam, micro porous.

Calendering

The collection of ultralight and light fabrics with 
quality downproof finish.



Green Side Fabrics 
Short Production Journey

Laminating

Films (PU, TPU etc), all membranes 
(PU, PES, PTFE, NANO), multi layers, laser cutting 
& FR  solutions, foams.

Testing

Our EN 17025 labs use top-range machines for 
mechanical tests (tensile, tearing).

Testing 

But also physical tests like air permeability, color 
fastness, washing resistances, Ret, Rct.

Delivering

We have many years of experience and regular 
partners who provide good logistic service.

Sewing

We can help you to produce your products 
in professional and experienced sewing 
companies.

Using

You can find our materials in a lot of 
professional products from skydiving, outdoor, 
special forces, extreme sports, climbing, 
workwear up to diving and industry.



Technology import 
and support for 
Green Side.

Distribution of 
technology.

Worldwide Green Side Fabrics Transaction 
Distribution of technology, materials and service 

Green Side Fabrics

Mehoffera 75, Warsaw, Poland, EU
www.greenside.pl
greenside@greenside.pl



Green Side Fabrics 
Certificates

Good 
organization 
and quality

Healthy 
product

Under 
regular control

High
standards

Thinking 
about 

the future



Green Side Fabrics 
RECOMMENDATIONS



Green Side Fabrics 
RECOMMENDATIONS



Green Side Fabrics 
RECOMMENDATIONS



Green Side Fabrics 
Where you can meet us?

www.greenside.pl Techtextil Frankfurt
Climashield stand

The most important technical fabric fair 
in Europe (Climashield and C.F. Weber stands).

Performance Days
– functional fabrics fair

We are here with our regular stand.

A+A International Trade Fair
The most important workwear and safety fair in 

Europe. C.F.Weber stand – we are there.

Shot show in USA, IWA in Europe
We are there – Climashield booth 

and/or our staff.

Field Tested in Extreme
Conditions

Full trust in our technology 
(Lapland, 2013, temp. outside -40 Celsius)



Wherever you are / whatever you do / material matters

www.greenside.pl www.climashield.com


